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Introduction

This document describes scenarios under which polarization in port-channel load balancing could occur and 
provides suggestions on how to prevent them.

Prerequisites

Requirements

Cisco recommends that you have knowledge of these topics:

Link Aggregation Control Protocol (LACP) (802.3ad) for Gigabit Interfaces•
Cisco Nexus Platforms•

Components Used

This document is not restricted to specific software and hardware versions.

The information in this document was created from the devices in a specific lab environment. All of the 
devices used in this document started with a cleared (default) configuration. If your network is live, ensure 
that you understand the potential impact of any command.

Background

Polarization is an issue where the hash algorithm selects certain paths in the network and leaves redundant 
paths unused.

Topology

https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/ios/12_2sb/feature/guide/gigeth.html


Configuration

N7K1 and N7K2 are connected in VPC and Po100, Po200, Po300, and Po301 are in VPC port-channel.

N7K1 and N7K2 act as a pure L2 switch, with no routing happening on these switches.

All switches are running the same port-channel load-balancing algorithm.
The polarization issue is seen on traffic going out of N7K1 and N7K2, irrespective of whether the traffic fro

Traffic Flow
The source sends multiple streams to the destination (with multiple source and destination IP addresses, and 

The traffic from the source lands on N7k3/N7k4 and then goes via N7K1/N7K2 to the destination.
One link among member links of Po100 and Po200 on each of N7K1 and N7K2 sends out almost 99% of th

Irrespective of the type of port-channel load-balancing algorithm used, the issue can be seen as long as the s




N7K1# 

show port-channel load-balance




Troubleshooting

If uneven load balancing is seen on a port-channel, it can be because of polarization.
When traffic reaches N7K3 and N7K4 switches, they are forwarded to the N7K1/N7K2 switches via Po301 

Initially, all the traffic comes into switches N7K3/N7K4 on eth1/1, and based on the src-dst IP address and l

Now, when the traffic is landing on the N7K1/N7K2 pair, there can be two possibilities. (Consider X and Y 

Case1:

N7K3 sent flow X to N7K1 and flow Y to N7K2

N7K4 sent flow Y to N7K1 and flow X to N7K2

Case2:

N7K3 sent flow X to N7K1 and flow Y to N7K2

N7K4 sent flow X to N7K1 and flow Y to N7K2
In Case 1, N7K1 and N7K2 receive both types of flows (flow X and flow Y) and even after using the same p

In Case 2, N7K1 receives only flow X and N7K2 receives only flow Y and this could create polarization if t

Since the traffic that switches N7K1 and N7K2 receive is already classified to begin with, only one port-cha

A similar issue can be seen when more than two links are used in the port-channel. For example, if four link

The polarization is caused because of the design and hence it is important to analyze the design in order to m




N7K1# 

show port-channel summary | i 200




N7K1# 

show port-channel traffic interface port-channel 200




N7K1# 

show port-channel summary | i 100




N7K1# 

show port-channel traffic interface port-channel 100




Workarounds

Some of the workarounds used to ensure that polarization does not happen are described in this section.
Proper Design: Since the main cause for polarization is improper design, it is best to ensure that we ch

•

If no changes to the design are possible, we can do the following.
Use different port-channel load balancing algorithms at each level of switches (one algorithm on the N

•

If you wants to use same load-balancing algorithm, use different rotate values at each level of switche
•


